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note 
from
hui

Dear ash be nimble friends & family,

I’m excited that this book is finally in 
your hands. When I launched ash be 
nimble in March 2014, I had started 
running and doing races and made 
wonderful friends (many of you!). The 
more I ran, the more outfits I needed, 
and the more money I needed to 
spend! So I set out on a mission, which 
was to #GOTHEEXTRAMILE to make 
sportswear affordable for people like 
you and I. 

While building ash be nimble, I also 
met and made many friends who 
were also setting out to make fitness, 
health and nutrition more accessible 
through their own initiative - through 
setting up groups, enterprises, 
businesses, cafes, studios, setting a 
good personal example, healthy meals 
& snacks, to build a fitter, healthier 
nation. So one of the main things I’ve 
discovered and loved about my ash be 
nimble journey is that Malaysia is full 
of extraordinary talent and tenacity, 
of ordinary girls and guys going 
beyond themselves to inspire and 
influence others.

I thought I would gather these people 
and their stories, and hope that they 
will inspire you when you’re in doubt, 
to run that extra kilometer, to wake 
up that extra hour early, to invite that 
additional person to workout, to stay 
in the ring those extra few minutes, 
to start that fitness business idea, 
to do that one more burpee, to eat 
that one less nasi lemak, to sign up 
for that extra core class, to lift that 
extra kilogram, to open that fitness 
studio, to push on those few more 
moments in a race, to say that one 
more encouraging word, to 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE.

These are their stories.

Hui
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Hui Mathews, Founder & CEO of ash be nimble
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our journey
so far 2013 Running after my dreams: 

I was inspired to start ash be nimble 
during my first road race in KL which 
was the inaugural Malaysia Womens 
Marathon. It was a great atmosphere: 
men were allowed only if they 
were pacing women for half or full 
marathon, Katherine Switzer who was 
the first woman to run (snuck into) 
a marathon in 1967 was present as 
special guest, and I got to meet Karen 
Loh, the race director and organiser 
who has shown immense support 
for our brand. I had just started 
my running journey in 2012 while 
working at AirAsia, after my ironman 
boss Yong Wei suggested we scale 
Mount Kinabalu as a team trip. So 
as I continued my running journey, 
progressing from 8 to 10km to 21km 
on the road, then 25km to 50km to 
70km on trail, I realised that I needed 
more affordable sportswear to keep 
up with thrice-a-week training. 

2014: Making the leap: 
A year and 6 interviews later, I landed 
what I thought was my dream job, 
which was to work at prestigious 
management consulting firm The 
Boston Consulting Group in KL. At the 
same time, I had decided on the name 
of my brand, started a facebook page 
and was in the process of finalising 
design samples. In March 2014 at 
the Malaysia Womens Marathon we 
started selling our first 2 designs of 
sportsbras and running shorts, which 
arrived in a delivery truck straight 
from customs 30 minutes into the 
event. 2014 was a constant and 
exhausting journey of balancing full 
time work (with travel), furiously 
packing online orders at midnight, 
replying customer emails and setting 
up pop up stores at weekend events. 
I thought I’ll give it 6 months and 
worse case I’ll have a store room full 

of sports bras and running shorts 
I’ll never have to buy Christmas & 
birthday presents for the rest of my 
life.

The 6 months turned into 10, and I 
was exhausted but extremely excited 
with the positive response to my 
designs. In October 2014, I quit my 
‘dream job’, took on part time work 
to fund the business so I could spend 
more time on building ash be nimble, 
my new dream job.

2015: Being nimble:
This was a crucial year for me to 
make sure I kept up the momentum, 
but there were so many changes 
& challenges I did not pre-empt 
which required me to constantly 
adapt! In April, I ran a 45km trail race 
(Kemensah Krazy), cramped like crazy, 
found out I was pregnant and then 
hired  my first employee Christina. The 
first follower of my crazy dream who 
made me seem less of a ‘lone nut’, 
herself a fit mum of 2 young kids who 
left the corporate world to have more 
time for her family and to enjoy her 
training and racing in triathlons and 
marathons. 

In May of 2015 we launched our first 
modest activewear range - after I was 
inspired by a Muslim sister I met while 
running a 70km trail race: The Bromo 
Tengger Semeru Ultra. Inspired by the 
impending life growing inside me, I 
also set out to design and launch our 
kids & mens active wear.

In August I joined the Alliance Bank 
SME Innovation Challenge, where 
we competed with hundreds of 
companies and made it to the final top 
6. In between trying to stay fit while 
pregnant, setting up our headquarters 
The Fox Den, traveling to Singapore, 
Philippines and Indonesia to explore 
expansion opportunities, everything 
came to a climax on Friday 11 
December when I delivered our 
final pitch at 930am, took home 
the Sustainability Award worth 
RM100,000 at the awards dinner, 
then delivered my baby the next 
day: 2:45pm Saturday 12 December. 

Despite the chaos and the immense 
stress my mantra for my approach to 
all the emotional, physical, financial 
and mental challenges was when in 
doubt, to #GOTHEEXTRAMILE, in the 
way I treat myself, my fitness goals, 
my team, my customers, my friends & 
family, even the environment (apart 
from racks we upcycled most of our 
furniture). 

2016: Go the extra mile: 
Although the beautiful glass award sat 
on the hospital bedside table almost 
completely overshadowed by the 
arrival of Asha, it was and is a tangible 
and solid affirmation and reminder 
that ash be nimble is heading the right 
direction, that there is so much we 
have done and can do to continue to 
make a difference in making fitness 
affordable, accessible, and making 
lives better. 

Having a baby and a business to 
run definitely makes me review 
my priorities every single day, and 
building a great team and inspiring 
them to be better than me is more 
important than ever. Dreaming up the 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE campaign and 
bringing it to life in 2016 has been an 
important message to our community 
and ourselves that fitness is important 
and crucial in bringing people 
together, a great source of inspiration 
and an essential part of life. 

I hope you benefit from fitness as 
much as my team, customers, family, 
friends & I have. This is what ash be 
nimble is all about.

03 04

“When in doubt, to go 
the extra mile, in the 
way I treat myself, 
my fitness goals, my 
team, my customers, 
my friends & 
family, even the 
environment.”

Hui Mathews, Founder & CEO of ash be nimble
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HUI wears: SWINGIN’ SINGLET Y-BACK in 
White and DASHIN’ SHORTS in Honeydew.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



meet
azran
osman-rani
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AZRAN wears: NIMBLE TEE In Grey.
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Hui: I first met Azran when I was 
working at AirAsia. He was responsible 
for enabling me do my first half 
marathon. To encourage staff to lead an 
active lifestyle, he would hold time trials 
and send the fastest, fittest AirAsia 
Allstars on a trip to the Gold Coast 
Marathon. Azran is a geek at heart - 
someone who adores putting his heart 
and soul (and analytics) into everything 
he does. He applies the same discipline 
to get to success from his Ultimate 
Frisbee West Coast Championship 
days at Stanford, the 14 marathons, 2 
ironmans & myriad of triathlons he’s 
done, to  the organisations he has held 
key leadership positions in including 
Astro, AirAsia X and iFlix. We decided to 
capture him training at home to show 
the hard work & sheer discipline behind 
closed doors that is required to achieve 
what he does.

How did you get into running? 
Being a management consultant back 
then, work really preoccupied me. In 
a blink of an eye, after the national 
championship moment (Azran was 
part of the Ultimate Frisbee team at 
Stanford University days which ranked 
number one amongst the west coast 
states.), I was a completely different 
person physically; I was overweight 
and looked much older than I do now. 
Sixteen kilos heavier, a round face, 
and a receding hairline of which I was 
in denial back then - just really bad! I 
joined AirAsia after that and in 2008, 
AirAsia sponsored the first inaugural 
Borneo Marathon. I signed up for 
the 10km and I thought the idea of 
huffing and puffing all the way to the 
finish line was just insane.

How did you transition into 
triathlons?
After a while, I started to pick up and 
was able to go a lot faster, but after 
completing thirteen marathons, doing 
a fourteenth isn’t exactly inspiring. 
Someone suggested competing in 
triathlons but the thing is, I don’t 
know how to swim. However, I was 
still quite intrigued and a light bulb 
moment came on. Forty years of 

ceo of iflix | ironman | fit geek

AZRAN wears:
NIMBLE TEE in Purple and AVID SHORTS in 

Moonstone.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM
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avoiding how to swim and living with 
this fear of water, I really wanted to 
tackle and overcome it. I signed up for 
my first swim class and it was filled 
with five year old girls. First lesson; 
put head in water and blow bubbles. 
After six months, I still couldn’t swim 
a lap but I signed up for my first sprint 
distance triathlon anyways.

Less than 30 metres into the 
water, I freaked out and started 
hyperventilating where I had to be 
rescued out. I got another coach and 
he tried to figure out ways to get 
me over my fear of the open water. 
Again, after a few months I thought 
I was ready and signed myself up for 
a race in Singapore. But again, I was 
overcome with fear and had to be 
rescued. This time I was really pissed 
off because I genuinely thought I was 
ready but my mind got the better of 
me. Then I got another coach who 
is a former national swimmer. We 
started lessons on January 1st 2013 
and I immediately signed myself up 
for Ironman because once you have 
a stake in the ground, you know you 
can’t quit. In the first three months, 
we did five sessions a week, 6AM start 
in the water. He got me out there 

“I’m a big believer in 
two time horizons - 

thirty days and thirty 
years. Thirty years 
being the ultimate 

place you want to be 
at and thirty days in 
being super focused 

about what you’d like 
to execute for the 

day while adapting 
and pivoting along 

the way.”

in open water and I remembered 
thinking ‘I’ve survived!’.

With regards to time, triathlons and 
Ironman competitions require an 
immense amount of preparation and 
that means you have to be extremely 
systematic. You’ve got to know that 
every single hour you dedicate to 
training has to have a purpose. It’s 
making sure to be in bed by nine and 
up and about by five so that means no 
more late nights or anything else that 
would get in the way of that. 
 
In between all the training how do 
you run a tight ship at work?
Here’s my little secret: Step one, 
hire really great people - those who 
are smarter than me, motivated and 
energetic and step two is to get out of 
their way.

When asked about how he transfers 
this discipline to other areas of his 
life, Azran half-jokingly-half seriously 
said that he plans ‘date nights’ into his 
spreadsheet to make sure he spends 
quality time with his wife. We love that! 

Instagram: @azranosmanrani
Facebook: Azran Osman-Rani

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



ASHISH wears:

NIMBLE TEE in Salmon & AVID SHORTS in 
Moonstone.

Shorts feature zip pocket at the central lower 
back.

ASHISH is a regular runner in the Kiara 
Mountainbike Trails. Follow 
@traks_malaysia to get information & 
update on trails in KL & Selangor & efforts to 
#SaveBukitKiara.

HUI wears: MESHAROUND TANK in Yellow and 
DASHIN’ SHORTS in Mangosteen.

ASHISH wears: FLYAWAY MESH TANK in 
Skydive and AVID SHORTS in Flintstone. 

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



meet
carolyn au-yong

Hui: I am absolutely inspired by Carolyn’s 
work ethic and passion for what she 
does. Her discipline and hard work 
in building a school from scratch for 
young gymnasts are clearly the same 
drivers which led her to her gold 
medals in the 1998 Commonwealth 
games. She is providing a platform for 
hundreds of young girls to discover 
and groom their talent. She somehow 
manages to find the energy to coach, 
manage all the admin and operations 
as well as personally take her girls on 
competitions around Malaysia and 
overseas.
11

CAROLYN wears:

SWINGIN’ SINGLET in 
White with Purple trim 

Y-Back.

It wasn’t part of your plan to 
become a coach, yet here you are!
[Laughs] I studied advertising and 
graphic design in college, but after 
graduating I took a break to gain 
some work experience. Around the 
same time, one of the coaches I knew 
was looking for an assistant coach. I 
offered to help out where I could 
and it was then that I discovered how 
much I love coaching.

What inspired you to open CSRG?
I’ve been coaching for about 12 years 
now. CSRG was however established 

commonwealth games gold medalist | 
rhythmic gymnastics coach | founder of csrg

12

5 years ago. Before this, I was moving 
around different schools providing 
rhythmic gymnastics classes. I finally 
decided to open a school so I could 
introduce more girls to the sport. I 
love what I do, and with that, it makes 
my job a whole lot more meaningful.

I have a strong character and I have to 
thank rhythmic gymnastics for that. I 
have grown to be very independent, 
disciplined and also particular. It’s 
because of my exposure to rhythmic 
gymnastics that made me brave 
enough to open a school. Despite all 
the challenges, I’m able to see things 

through and because of that, I get to 
watch my girls grow.

What are the challenges that you 
have to overcome?
When I first started, it was difficult to 
get students. I handed out leaflets 
and from just ten kids, it grew. I am 
currently renting the venue that runs 
the school and I’m trying to find a 
suitable space that will allow me to 
have more classes and more girls 
come through. I handle every aspect 
of the school’s management; I teach 
classes, do the scheduling, collect fees, 
and other ad hoc tasks. I am there 
from nine in the morning to six in 
the evening with a half hour break in 
between.

What makes you go the extra mile?
It’s the competitions we involve 
ourselves in. To see the girls achieve 
good rankings, win medals and see 
the smiles on their faces makes me 
want to move further and try harder.

Instagram: @CSRGROCKS | @carolynauyong 
Facebook: Carolyn Au-Yong | Carolyn’s 
School of Rhythmic Gymnastics

GYMNAST wears: DOUBLE CROSS BACK 
SPORTS BRA and GUNMETAL GREY MESH 
LEGGINGS.

“They may not pursue it competitively, but it’ll 
teach them how to be disciplined, learn how to 
follow instructions, and build their character. I 
also hope to nurture more girls from a young age 
and see them grow exponentially.”

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



kids be
nimble,
kids be
quick
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K I D ’ S  R A N G E

We hope our kid’s series spur you 
and your kids on to becoming avid 
athletes, passionate about sports and 
eager to be active.

Our quintessential kid’s workout 
shorts, tees, leggings and sports bra 
are made from a soft, stretchy and 
quick-dry material. Suitable for active 
kids at training or at play. 

Shorts feature stylish side pockets for 
convenience and drawstring waist to 
keep shorts on securely for kids on the 
go! Tee shirts come in bright and fun 
colours! Sports Bras have adjustable 
straps to suit all different growth 
spurts and make great training bras. 

M A T C H I N G  A D U L T S  +  K I D S

We have matching outfits for you 
and your little ones! it’s a great way 
to bond and get active together by 
pairing our mens and kids shorts, 
womens and kids leggings, unisex and 
kids tees!

AINA wears: MESHMERISE RACERBACK 
HIGH SUPPORT SPORTS BRA in Black and 

MESHMERISE ¾ CROPS.

QISTINA wears: FREEFOM ADJUSTABLE LOW 
SUPPORT SPORTS BRA in Greyjoy and AVID ¾ 

KID’S CROPS in Flinstone.

In this page:
AVID ¾ KID’S CROPS
ATHLETIC NIMBLE TEE 
AVID KID’S SHORTS.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM
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meet 
rezhan
majid
basketballer | 
youth & community sport developer | 
founder of stats sports league & sports bandits 
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y.Hui: Rezhan started Sports Bandits 

around the same time we started ash 
be nimble. It’s fitting that I met Rezhan 
through basketball while I was working 
in an Audit & Advisory company, 
training for the inter-firm games - 
demonstrating that sport is such an 
essential way to bring different people 
together right here in Malaysia.

“That’s what we’re 
here to do; to unite 

people together and 
make sports fun and 

accessible to all.”

16

You worked a corporate job before 
this - what did you do?
I studied finance and found myself 
working in one of the Fortune 500 
companies in Chicago. What I realised 
from there is that the cubicle life 
wasn’t something for me. My boss was 
sitting in the cubicle next to mine, and 
my boss’ boss was at the next cubicle 
after that, and his boss further down. 
I figured I could stay for 25 years and 
move a few feet down the hall or I 
could start thinking about what I really 
wanted to do.  
 
How did Stats Sports League come 
into the picture?
Part of the reason was because a lot 
of the leagues that we have here were 
not really up to par; the experience 
wasn’t really great and there was a lot 
of segregation going on. We wanted 
to start a league where anyone can 
show up and we’ll give them the best 
on-court and online experience.  
 
From that we’ve received plenty of 
enquiries from the US and Southeast 
Asia asking how we managed to build 
our network of coaches. We’re hoping 
to build a pipeline for the younger 
kids who are looking to do something 
more with basketball that you couldn’t 
get ten years ago.

We teamed up with a company called 
Global Squad and they specialise in 
finding kids from around the world 
that wouldn’t have the exposure 
they’d need to get recruited by 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA). We hope to 
find the best kid in ASEAN and have 
the first NBA player come from this 
pipeline.

After Stats Sport, you founded 
Sports Bandits - what is it about?
With Sports Bandits, we have the 
traditional games like basketball, 
volleyball, and flag football; but we 
also do fun stuff like ultimate frisbee, 
dodgeball and bubble futsal. The core 
of what we do is to provide a hassle-
free experience. One of the things 

we’re addressing is the ability to play 
sports despite a busy workweek. 
The reason why people don’t want 
to participate is because it can be 
quite inconvenient to get everyone 
together. We’ve got you covered from 
the booking of the venue to team 
arrangements so that it’s easier for 
people to have fun.

Why build your company in Malaysia?
KL is still very underrated and I feel a 
sense of obligation and responsibility 
to give back and help bring up the city 
a little bit more. What really bothers 
me is how segregated sports here 
can be. There’s this subtone that 
categorizes culture and society to the 
sports they’re “supposed” to play. 
That’s what we’re here to do; to unite 
people together and make sports fun 
and accessible to all.

Instagram: @thestatsports | @sportsbandits 
| @rezhanmajid
Facebook: Statsports League | Sports Bandits 
| Rezhan Majid

“We hope to find the 
best kid in ASEAN 
and have the first 
NBA player come 
from this pipeline.”

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM
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“Only by everyone coming 
together as a team, 
then the boat is able to 
move forward.” — the kl 
barbarians



meet the
kl barbarians

19

Hui: I received an email one morning 
after being on BFM radio for an 
interview the day before. Yi Shan, a 
dragonboater with the KL Barbarians 
thought she’d try her luck to get ash be 
nimble to sponsor their team jerseys for 
the upcoming race overseas. Over coffee 
and ice cream she told us their story 
and I was so impressed that this bunch 
of 30+ people meet every Saturday 
morning at Putrajaya Lake to row and 
train, and then twice a week at night 
to do land drills. I had the opportunity 
to go out onto Putrajaya lake with 
them one morning, and thoroughly fell 
in love with the sport and the team’s 
enthusiasm for it.
 
How were the KL Barbarians 
formed?
Lee Shih, founder of our team, works 
in a law firm called SKRINE that has 

dragonboaters | formed by lawyers | fitness family

20

their own dragon boat team and he 
wanted to share this sport with other 
people. The team is now made up of 
people from different backgrounds 
and professions. 

You guys recently came back from 
the Club Crew World Championships 
(CCWC) in Adelaide. Why was this 
race such a big deal?
When the team first heard about 
CCWC, we promised ourselves that 
we would compete in it one day. It 
was a great milestone to accomplish 
especially this year as the KL 
Barbarians turn five. It’s where the 
best of the best teams go to compete. 
You can say it’s equivalent to the FIFA 
World Cup for football.

It’s after your first race that you finally 
realise all the hours you put into 

training and how it’s distilled into just 
that few minutes of racing.
 
What are some of the challenges you 
face managing a team?
The KL Barbarians is a self-sustaining 
team and we are financially supported 
solely through our members. Logistics 
is another issue for us; because 
Putrajaya is so far away, we can’t really 
practice as much as we want to during 
the weekdays. However, we do try 
to supplement our training with land 
drills. We go to a park at Damansara 
Heights on Tuesday and Thursday 
nights to build on our strength, fitness 
and conditioning so that when we get 
to the lake on Saturday, we can purely 
focus on our paddling technique and 
synchronisation.
 
What drives you to 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE?
That feeling stems from the fact 
that dragon boat races are so short 
that you literally win or lose by 0.2 
of a second. When you look at the 
official time, you sometimes wished 
you would’ve just pulled your strokes 
harder or that you should’ve held 
your paddle tighter. Each time we 
come out of a race, there’s this 
determination to do better than 
before, even if it’s tweaking our 
technique by a little bit - there is 
always room for improvement.

How does the team pull together 
both physically and mentally?
As for enhancing our strength, we 
attach tyres to the boats to give it 
some drag so that everyone would 
need to put in that extra manpower to 
move the boat.

Only by everyone coming together as 
a team then the boat is able to move 
forward. Always have your group’s 
best interest at heart.

Instagram: @klbarbarians 
Facebook: The KL Barbarians

PADDLERS wears: NIMBLE TEE in Grey with 
custom print logos.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM
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U N I S E X  N I M B L E  T E E
Combine comfort and function with these stylish tees. 

The soft, stretchy and lightweight material is an essential for 
athletes in need of a sweat wicking top that allows for a quick 

transition from casual outings straight to the gym. 
Take it on your travels for multipurpose use so you can save on 

luggage space.

With 9 different colours and a wide range of sizes to choose 
from, you will definitely be spoilt for choice.

JOSEPH & REZHAN wear: NIMBLE TEE in Midnight, NIMBLE TEE in Moonstone.

JOSEPH wears: NIMBLE TEE in Azurite and AVID 
MEN’S SHORTS in Grey.

CASOVIA wears: NIMBLE TEE in Moonstone.

REZHAN wears: NIMBLE TEE in Midnight.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



JOSEPH and ASHISH wear: NIMBLE TEE in Midnight 
and AVID MEN’S SHORTS in Moonstone.

Special mention to the boys at DISTRICT 13 crossfit box for 
letting us use their space for this shoot.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



meet shidah mohd

Consultant by day and yoga instructor by night, 
Shidah Mohamed’s passion for yoga began 
by accident after she was dragged by a friend 
to her first yoga class. Ten years on she is 
determined that her contributions as co-founder 
at YogaOneThatIWant will ultimately advance 
the community of yoga practitioners throughout 
Malaysia one small step at a time. 
 
Instagram: @shidah.yoga | @yogonethatiwantstudios
Facebook: Shidah Mohd

yoga instructor | management consultant | 
studio owner of yogaonethatiwant

“I started yoga simply as a hobby 
at the gym. I noticed that my 
asthma improved tremendously & 
I no longer needed to rely on my 
inhaler.”

ironman | kids fitness coach | father

Happily married with two daughters, 40-year-old 
Swedish triathlete and coach is based in Malaysia, 
making it home and his training base. Tony 
qualified for the Ironman World’s Championships 
in 2016. Tony recently did the  Ironman 70.3 
World Championships  in Mooloolaba, Australia on 
the Sunshine Coast and finished in an impressive 4 
hours and 46 minutes. 
 
Facebook: Tony Persson 
Instagram: @tonynpersson

“What is more important is to get 
out there and move. If you want 
to take up running, start to run. 
That’s the hardest part, but the 
most important step.”
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personal & corporate trainer | ironman | triathlete
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Karen is on a mission to make Malaysians fitter 
one session at a time. She is the founder of Kia 

Kaha Fitness offering corporate and personal 
training sessions. She has done a myriad of 

marathons, triathlons and completed the 
Ironman in Langkawi in 2016, then proceeded 

to write a book about it. She does it all with 
a big smile, a sustainable pace, and a friendly 

wholesome attitude. 
 

Facebook: Karen Siah 
Instagram: @karensiah | @kiakahafitness

“I wish more companies in 
Malaysia would encourage 

healthy living! Your health is so 
much more important, without 

health, you can’t work!”

mma fighter | commentator | hustler

Also known as The Hound, Nik picked up martial 
arts while trying to shed some pounds after a 
painful breakup and while sitting in a cubicle 
desk job. He found himself in a dingy bar for 

his first fight, got hooked and quit his full time 
job, and went on to be ranked one of the top 
four middleweight fighters in Southeast Asia, 
representing Malaysia at international arenas 

more than once.

Facebook: Nik “The Hound” Harris 
Instagram: @nkhrrs @iamthehound

“There were times where I 
starved and couldn’t even afford 

detergent but if you ask me 
right now, I would not give this 

up for anything else because it’s 
a journey that nothing else can 

ever give you.”

meet tony 
persson

meet karen siah

meet nik harris

SHIDAH wears: HITGIRL SUPPORT SINGLET in Mint  
& FEATHERED GREY FULL LEGGINGS.

TONY wears: NIMBLE TEE in Red.

KAREN wears: HOOKED ON A FEELING SUPPORT 
SINGLET in Purple & POPPIN’ PLEATED SKORT in 
Tribal Frey.

NIK wears: NIMBLE TEE in Light Blue &  MEN’S 
SHORTS in Black.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



Matching colours for men & ladies to 
inspire your partner workouts.
Just in case you are into partner 
workouts and need matching colours 
for your instagram videos or photos, 
we made sure you could match 
the men’s tanks in Greyhound and 
Skydive bright blue with our ladies’ 
Skydive Short Sleeve Top and ladies 
Greyhound in all 3 designs.

27

flyaway
mesh series
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Fabric & features to suit our hot, 
tropical weather.
The Flyaway series is designed with 
South East Asia’s hot and tropical 
weather in mind, and with an 
appreciation for runners. We selected 
a thin, soft, stretchy polyester 
spandex mix of fabric for ultimate 
comfort when in contact with the skin, 
and 160 gsm thickness of fabric to 
ensure minimal retention of moisture. 
Both female and male versions 
feature reflective logo at the back for 
safety when running at night, and the 
male tank has an extra reflective strip 
in the front.

Design & color options from modest 
to carefree.
For the ladies we have 3 designs to 
suit your needs: depending on if you 
want a semi-modest workout outfit 
with our short sleeve design, or 
whether you need more protection 
from the sun and mosquitoes with 
our longsleeve design, or if you prefer 
to have minimal inhibitions in our 
sleeveless Tank design.

We chose base colours every girl 
needs to make it easy to mix and 
match your workout wardrobe - so 
the staple 2 colours are a demure 
bluish grey we call Greyhound, and 
an essential eye-catching neon pink 
we call Pink Panther. The short sleeve 
version has additional 2 colours: 
Skydive blue and Lime yellow.

JOSEPH & CASOVIA are in matching FLYAWAY 
GREYHOUND TANKS and AVID FLINTSTONE 
SHORTS & LEGGINGS.

HUI wears: FLYAWAY TANK in Pinkpanther.

CASOVIA wears: FLYAWAY LONG SLEEVE TOP 
in Pinkpanther.
JOSEPH wears: NIMBLE TEE in Purple.

ASHISH and HUI are in matching FLYAWAY 
SKYDIVE TANK and SHORT SLEEVE TOP & 
AVID FLINTSTONE SHORTS & LEGGINGS.

DR. VASANTHA wears: FLYAWAY SHORT SLEEVE TOP in Skydive.
HUI wears: FLYAWAY LONG SLEEVE TOP in Pinkpanther.
ASHA wears: NIMBLE TEE in Purple.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



V E R A  T O P
Our essential post workout slip on 
top made from soft, breathable rayon 
material. Dancers, yogi’s, pilates fans, 
breastfeeding mums, travelers  will 
love this. Three basic colours of black, 
navy and feathered grey to easily 
match any piece in your workout 
wardrobe.

Tip: Perfect cover for fit mums who 
are still breastfeeding - loose and 
airy fabric is perfect to slip your baby 
under. 
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F R E E D O M  S P O R T S B R A
Aside from our high and medium 
support sports bras, we’ve released 
our first adjustable strap lifestyle 
sports bra. Highly recommended for 
stationary activities like pilates and 
yoga, and for an active day around the 
house spring cleaning, in the garden 
or running after the kids. 

Customers have said it is perfect for 
traveling as it provides adequate 
support but maximum comfort 
without any under wires. Highly 
recommended for breastfeeding 
mothers as the back clasp, adjustable 
straps and stretchy material combine 
to allow for convenient access. 

Pair with our Vera top for a versatile 
and functional combo!

IDEAL TRAINING BRA
Our smaller sizes (XXS and XXXS) are 
ideal training bra for teens and older 
kids as the adjustable straps cater for 
varying growth spurts!

CASOVIA wears: VERA SOFT RAYON TOP in Navy. 
HUI wears: VERA SOFT RAYON TOP in Black. 

ASHA wears: NIMBLE TEE in Salmon.

DR. VASANTHA wears: VERA SOFT RAYON 
TOP in Grey, paired with MESHMERISE BLACK 

SPORTS BRA with adjustable clasp & BLUE 
MESH LEGGINGS.

CASOVIA wears: FREEDOM SPORTS BRA in Black 
& DASHIN’ SHORTS in Paw Paw.

CASOVIA wears: FREEDOM SPORTS BRA in 
Greyjoy & AVID ¾ LEGGINGS in Moonstone.

fit for fashion
WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM



modest 
activewear
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S P O R T S  H I J A B
Quick dry material with mesh panels.

Inspired while observing fellow 
muslim runners during an ultra trail 
marathon, we designed these light 
weight, sweat wicking and snug fitting 
sports hijabs with matching long 
sleeve mesh tops and pleated skorts 
for the ideal modest workout outfit 
from top to toe. 

Customers have tried our hijabs for 
swimming and martial arts as well. 

Designs come in various colour 
combinations and 3 styles: 
Poise - Full length till chest.
Sleek - Tucks into round collar tee 
shirt.
Pixie - Swimming cap style, tied at the 
back.

MEL wears: MATCHING POISE SPORTS HIJAB 
in Fuschia, POPPIN’ PLEATED SKORT in Wine 
& Tribal Grey, FLYAWAY LONG SLEEVE TOP in 
Greyhound and MESHMERISE FULL LENGTH 
LEGGINGS in Black.

MEL wears: MATCHING SLEEK SPORTS HIJAB 
in Mint, POPPIN’ PLEATED SKORT in Blue, 

MESHMADE LONG SLEEVE TOP in Teal and 
MESHMERISE FULL LENGTH LEGGINGS in Black.

WWW.CURVES.COM.MY
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strengthening women
Hui: Alison is an inspiring and hardworking young mum and accountant-turned entrepreneur whose mission is to 
strengthen women through Curves gyms in Malaysia. No men, no mirrors, no make up - only a friendly, accessible and safe 
environment for girls, mums, grandmothers, busy corporate women and even athletes. I have tried and love the circuit-
concept - The hydraulic equipment keeps challenging you as you get stronger. The smart chip technology CurvesSmart used 
means you track all your workouts and it will prompt you when you dip below your average and your potential.

Alison Chin 
CEO Curves, Malaysia

Website: curves.com.my
Facebook: Curves Malaysia

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM

Curvette of the Year 2016 finalists.

Years ago, when I started going regularly to 
the gym, I fell in love with fitness but never 
truly felt comfortable working out next to my 
male colleagues. A turning point came when 
a personal trainer pressured my mother into 
doing weights until she got a slipped disc in her 
neck, nearly paralysing her. She spent thousands 
in recuperation and was in extreme pain for 
months. I decided to bring Curves to Malaysia 
when I saw how the women-only workout 
concept transformed my cousin in Australia 
from being a stressed-out mom to looking 
amazing, healthy and happy. It was workout 
solution that would not only help my mum, but 
all women. 

Our VISION is to build a Strong and Positive 
Community, that provides the very best Member 
Experience, enabling the Women in Malaysia 
to live life to their fullest Potential. Curves is 
the World’s Leader in Women’s Fitness with 
thousands of locations in over 90 countries. In 
Malaysia, we have 10 locations with over 2,500 
members. Curves is designed for Women, 
featuring a complete 30 minute workout 
incorporating strength training with cardio 
and weight-loss guidance. We are powered 
by CurvesSmart, the world’s most advanced 
personal training technology to drive tangible 
tracking & results. 

Curves recently ran the Curvette of the Year 
2016 Celebration. “We started the Curvette of 
the Year as a way of celebrating and rewarding 
the achievements of our members. So we 
hope by sharing the empowering stories of our 
Curvettes, they will feel inspired to take control 
of their health.” The four finalists - shared their 
unique and inspiring stories of overcoming 
adversities to find contentment through well-
being. On 23 July 2016, the inaugural Curves 
Fitness Festival was held at Publika with over 
150 enthusiastic members and guests.

We are commited to making a positive change in 
our community and to continue our mission to 

“Strengthen Women”. It’s great to be at Curves!

“We realised that many women are 
intimidated to take that first step 
towards health and fitness or don’t 
know where to begin.”
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collaboration with 
passion portraits
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faces of ash be nimble

Hui: Adrian is a friend whom over 
a casual conversation realised we 
had the same mission to feature 
local, inspiring individuals making a 
difference in Malaysia. PassionPortraits 
team are responsible for the beautiful 
photos and write ups for each of 
our 6 main features. They really did 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE, waking up at 
6am, renting drone cameras, hopping 
into the pool and in the trails with our 
feature subjects. 
 
How and why did you get into the 
art of storytelling? 
Having completed a degree in 
engineering, Adrian discovered that 
his passion stemmed from his ability 
to capture and remember moments in 
people’s lives through his camera.

“There was this one year where I 
looked back at all the work I’d done 
and I realised that everything I did 
was short-lived. What did I gain from 
it other than money? I wanted to 
do something that truly mattered. I 
wanted a bigger purpose.”

“Passion Portraits is a channel that 
celebrates passionate individuals. Our 
mission is to create a culture where 
people celebrate one another. We 
started in November 2015 after 3 
years of talking and planning.”
 
Is there really more to life?
Listening to people’s stories and their 
passion resonated with him which 
sparked the idea of merging both his 
love for the camera and storytelling. 
This birthed his project – Passion 
Portraits – a group of individuals who 
share about Malaysians and their 
stories. 

“I believe we can create a culture 
where we start talking about the 
stories of people around us. Why 
do we want to travel and leave 
Malaysia? Why does it seem like we 
do not enjoy it? Of course there are 
many things that need to be fixed.” 

— Adrian

sales & business development @ 
ash be nimble | fit-Mom | gyrotonic 
instructor | employee #1

Hui: At ash be nimble, we 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE to incorporate 
flexible working arrangements so that 
talented and experienced individuals 
such as Christina can help grow the 
brand, while having time for her kids, 
race alongside husband for triathlons & 
marathons, and also pursue her passion 
as a gyrotonic instructor. Christina is an 
extremely disciplined, responsible and 
mature employee who is passionate 
about the brand - she was the first 
person willing to take a gamble to work 
with me and my little brand, away 
from the comforts and recognition of 
large multinational firms she is used to. 
Christina has helped us expand across 
Malaysia and beyond, tirelessly meeting 
and emailing our partnering fitness 
studios and retail outlets every week to 
stock up on our latest collection!

How did you end up at ash be nimble 
as first employee ABN001? 
After 18 years at an MNC, I decided 
to change my priorities to invest time 
in in my kids. I was working with a 
multinational IT firm in  sales and 
marketing, and managing business 
partners in Malaysia and the Asean 
region.

I saw ash be nimble products popping 
up on my social media, and it caught 
my eye, mostly because of the fox 
logo. And then my husband picked 
up some things at the 2015 Malaysia 
Women’s Marathon and met Hui. Soon 
after she posted an ad on facebook to 
fill the role I am in now.

Tell us about your first few 
memories of the job in June 2015. 
The first “work-related” meeting was 
held on the trails of Kiara.  We met at 
the foot hills, and while she sprinted 
away in the trails, we spoke about our 

backgrounds, what we enjoyed.   
I was very impressed with how much 
she had done, is doing with so little 
resources! With our little team, we 
would sit around and talk through 
ideas, processes, and discuss every 
customer’s – no matter how small the 
purchase was – unique request that 
reached us via social media or email.

What do you like about your job?
Staying active is very important to me. 
I am a female who loves to work out 
and also look good doing it, and that 
makes me passionate about my job. It 
combines two of my favourite things, 
so sometimes it doesn’t feel like a job!
 
You can reach Christina at 
christina@ashbenimble.com

christina chan

CHRISTINA wears: SWINGIN’ SINGLET Y-BACK 
in Tribal Grey and Lilac Mesh. Photo below: ¾ 
CROPS in Purple & Mesh.

Website: passionportraits.co
Facebook: Passion Portraits

Instagram: @passionportraits

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COMPASSIONPORTRAITS.CO
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faces of 
ash be nimble
casovia khoo

lifestyle & fitness model @ ash be 
nimble | taekwando instructor | 
sports psychology student

Casovia is one of the faces of ash be 
nimble: “My parents coached me in 
taekwando since I was 3. My dad is a 
full-time instructor and ex-SEA games 
squad member.” 

Her inheritance of the love for sports 
has led her to pursuing a masters 
in sports psychology at Taylor’s 
University. Cassie also teaches and 
competes in taekwondo.

CASOVIA wears: DOUBLE CROSS BACK 
SPORTS BRA in Feathered Grey and FULL 

LENGTH CROPS in Teal & Mesh.
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CASOVIA wears: Y BACK SINGLET in White and 
DASHIN’ SHORTS in Passionfruit.

CASOVIA wears: MESHMERISE RACERBACK SPORT.

CASOVIA wears: MESHMERISE RACERBACK SPORTS 
BRA in Greyjoy and MESH-AROUND LOOSE TANK 
TOP in White.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM
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Roshidi Bin Abdul Akib 
“Back to basics! Whatever I do, my 
priority is family and my 3 kids! For me, 
success means seeing my kids healthy 
and happy, and not necessarily in 
terms of material items.”

Planning Manager
I help the team to forecast how much 
products to sell. I work closely with 
the sales and brand teams as I enjoy 
interacting with many people. This 
gives me opportunities to contribute 
ideas and share my expertise.

Vijay Kandaswamy
“Chase success, and money will follow. 
Success to me is doing the best at 
work and improving relationships with 
people around me. I strive for work-
life balance and always making time 
for my daughter.”

Supply Planning Manager
I love working with the Nestum® 
team as it evolves to be relevant 
and different while reaching out to 
Malaysians. I work closely with the 
sales and the factory teams on supply 
as well as to resolve issues on the 
increase and decrease of production.

Wan Alleena Faiza Abdullah 
“It humbles me to connect and understand 
Malaysians who love or have never tried 
Nestum®! We are super proud of our local 
brand and have come a long way to be more 
nutritious, real and down-to-earth. Making 
the best out of what we have, despite facing 
challenges, is what the Nestum® team does 
best.”

Senior Brand Manager, 4 years with 
Nestum® 
We listen to our consumers and stay true to 
local taste buds. The Cavendish bananas we 
use for our latest Banana Caramel variant are 
packed with nutrition are popular. Consumers’ 
tastes are constantly evolving, therefore it is 
important for us to also innovate. We make 
Nestum® so yummy and irresistible you can’t 
resist it. People should totally try it out! 

Alleena is responsible for initiating the new 
Nestum® Grains & More Banana Caramel 
variant launched in September 2016. With the 
team, her aim is to keep it real, dream big and 
bring more amazing Nestum® experiences to 
Malaysians.

more cereal, 
more life

We speak to team Nestum® at Nestlé Malaysia who drive this nutritious 
modern multi-grain brand to greater heights. The Nestum® motto is ‘more 
cereal, more life’ so we asked the team on how they get more out of life 
through work and play.

From left to right: Vijay, Roshidi & Alleena.

Gwendoline Ng 
“I live by Ron Swanson’s quote: ‘Never half-ass two things, 
whole-ass one thing.’! It really motivates me to try new 
things even if I don’t know how - I think it is important even 
if you think you might not like it. Don’t try it half-heartedly 
but do it with an open heart.” 

Nestlé Management Trainee
I assist Alleena with digital activities for social media 
campaigns and love it because she is open to trying new 
things, is innovative and a risk taker. You need that to be a 
good marketeer and most importantly, to make Nestum® 
an exciting brand. One thing I’ve benefited from working 
with the Nestum® team is that like many Malaysians, I 
don’t eat breakfast but the new Nestum® Banana Caramel 
is delicious and keeps my tummy filled.

Rachel Quah 
“I truly believe that you must live life 
proud. Be happy with what you have, 
don’t complain - with that happiness 
you will have the confidence you 
need.” 

Food Technologist, 1 year with 
Nestum®, 4 years at Nestlé
We ensure that nutrition content 
comes first before we start getting 
the taste right, but it is always a 
challenge to balance the two. I never 
knew how much effort it took to get 
a product on the shelf until I took on 
this job. It is such a satisfying feeling, 
almost like giving birth! It makes it 
all worthwhile when I see friends 
bringing our latest Nestum® products 
on holiday and commenting on how 
delicious it is. Rachel keeps fit with 
Zumba, body combat and hatha yoga 
3 times a week. She is also training to 
be a parkour athlete.

Izanie Nadzim
“Happiness begins with you. I just tell myself, you only live
once and if not now, then when?” 

Consumer Insight Manager, 4 years with Nestum® 
Working out is a great way of restoring balance – when 
you feel stressed or tired, it helps to boost your mood. I 
regularly do Jazzercise, Pilates or yoga and go for a long 
walk during the weekends. I also love to hike - FRIM, Bukit 
Gasing and Kuala Kubu Baru are some of my all-time 
favourite spots.

Photos of Izanie were taken on the trails at the lake near her 
house in Shah Alam where she regularly goes for a 4km walk. 
She loves being at the heart of the consumer, and seeing 
Nestlé products on the shelves really excites her, knowing 
that she has contributed positively to it.

Facebook: Nestum Malaysia
Website: www.nestum.com.my

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COMWWW.NESTUM.COM.MY

From left to right: Rachel & Gwendoline.
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We share with you our favourite home-grown brands championing healthy living. We feature 
inspiring women entrepreneurs helping to build a healthier nation.

In today’s fast-moving shuffle, we often forget to spare a second thought for what we should or 
should not eat — that is if we even remember to eat at all! Factors like convenience, price and 
efficiency overtake the most important consideration of all: the ingredients that go into our bodies! 
When square meals have become a luxury, we often resort to snacking to tame growling tummies. 
However, commercially available options are packed with additives with names that we struggle 
to pronounce. Over-processing of our foods has led to many health problems and we need to set 
ourselves straight when it comes to eating.

Edea Nor & Allison
The Rebellious Chickpea Delivery 
Service

Edea: Created by Chef Allison and Brand Consultant 
Zhang Su Li in 2013, I came on board a year later and 
partnered up with Allison to take the brand further with 
one mission: to help spread awareness to Malaysians to be 
healthier eaters. We buy fresh ingredients daily from the 
market and everything is made from scratch except the 
pasta. Delivering healthy, portion controlled meals within 
the Klang Valley, we customize meals for vegetarians, 
cancer survivors, gluten-free or paleo diets. For those who 
love to snack, The Rebellious Trailmix is a MUST TRY! 

We love their motto that you can #eattoliveandlivetoeat. 
If you like fried chicken, the girls are coming out with a 
healthier alternative so look out for their social media 
campaign, “Eat Your Greens”.

Instagram: @therebelliouschickpea 
Facebook: The Rebellious Chickpea Delivery Service 

Mention EXTRAMILE to get RM5 off your 1st purchase when you 
order via WhatsApp at 017 745 2137.

WWW.AMAZINGRAZE.CO

Joanne & Dehressa
Zenith Pilates Studio

Joanne: I came across pilates in 2000 and 2003. I took 
up teacher training when I became a mother in 2005 
I took keen interest in working with pre/post natal 
women; I exercised and taught pilates through all 3 of my 
pregnancies and greatly benefited from it. 
Dehressa: I stumbled upon Pilates after a back injury, and 
have been practicing Pilates since 2004. I fell in love with 
the method upon realizing the significance of its principles 
and benefits, and in 2005. Took Pilates certification 
through Polestar Pilates.

Joanne & Dehressa are armed with over a decade worth 
of experience and infectious energy. Their private and cosy 
studio will help strengthen, tone and rehabilitate you, using 
Balanced  Body equipment and Allegro 2 reformers. 

Instagram: @zenithpilates | Facebook: Zenith Pilates
Telephone: 012 4886 644 / 016 4114 857
L6-2A, Verve Shops Jalan Kiara 5 Mont Kiara 50480 KL.

Amy Zheng | Ching Yi Lee | Sabrina How

Amazin’Graze

Amy: I used to find myself constantly frustrated 
by my struggle to find healthy yet a affordable 
snack options.

Ching: I have always been a foodie and love 
experimenting, creating flavours and coming up 
with fun ideas.

Sabrina: I was very accustomed to getting 
healthy snacks subscriptions delivered to my 
home while studying abroad. 

The brand has a strict mantra of making sure 
all our products are natural, that we are one 
of the most affordable brands in town, easily 
accessible and most importantly, tasty. As 
passionate proponents of good food, Amazin’ 
Graze is obsessed with the creation of healthy 
alternatives. We recognize the discerning needs 
of the healthy eaters and we strive to have 
something for everyone. Using great quality 
raw ingredients, local spices and flavours, we 
create fun combinations that taste amazing. 

Inspired by the healthy yet delicious snacks and 
lifestyles abroad, co-founders Amy Zheng, Ching 
Yi Lee and Sabrina How have a vision to create 
snacks that appeal to the local South East Asian 
palate who are big on taste and flavours while 
still maintaining healthy nutrition content. The 
ash be nimble team regularly find themselves 
grazing on amazing mix of flavours including 
Salted Gula Melaka infused nuts, granolas and are 
amazed at the new flavours constantly emerging 
from Amazin’Graze’s central kitchen in D7 Sentul. 
Did you know that Amy also is a certified yoga 
instructor and an avid runner? These girls are 
passionate and genuine in everything that they 
do.

Instagram: @amazingraze.co 
Facebook: Amazin’ Graze 
 
Get 10% off your purchases from 1 Oct 2016 till 1 Jan 
2017. Use code: EXTRAMILE when you place your 
online orders. *T&C applies and not applicable with 
other promotions.
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Shalini & Vee 
Dreams Dance Studio

Reiko: In 2007, Shalini and Vee met each other in Kuala 
Lumpur and they both realized the complementary 
benefits of combining both Yoga with Aerial Arts. They find 
that it enhances yoga practice with the help of an aerial 
hammock. They began designing and refining the concept 
and eventually in early 2010, Flyoga was born. With 
Shalina’s depth knowledge in Yoga and Yee’s experiences 
with body suspension training & apparatus development, 
they bring you the ultimate program to relax, uplift and 
realign your body to greater heights. 

We love Reiko’s elegant yet challenging sequences of 
Flyoga® - it is a LOT harder than it looks! It is like a perfect 
combination between yoga, TRX, pilates and a little bit of 
hammock time. We admire Reiko’s resilience in introducing 
this new workout and art form to Kuala Lumpur. 

Instagram: @dreams_dnc. Facebook: iDreams Dance Studio
Dreams Dance Studio: 37C - 39C, Jalan SS15/4, Subang Jaya.
Dreams Dance Sanctuary PLT: A-3A-2,Blk A, Ativo Plaza, Jalan PJU 
9/1, Damansara Avenue, Bdr. Sri Damansara.

Mention EXTRAMILE to get RM50 registration fee waiver at the 
Dreams Dance Studio (Applicable only for Flyoga® sign ups)

Anabelle Co-Martinent
La Juiceria

Anabelle: It all begin with a juicer in my kitchen, while I was 
pregnant, armed with a dream to sell cold-pressed juices 
to make Malaysians healthy. From the kitchen to a humble 
office in Hartamas, my 2 business partners and I started to 
sell online. Eight months later, we opened our first 3 detox 
juice bars in 2014, while at the end of 2015 we completed 
13 detox bars in total. As of 2016, La Juiceria has a total of 
14 detox bars. With the success of the juices, we decided 
to expand further into a healthy restaurant-cafe (Goodness 
Greens) and a separate raw dessert company (The Honest 
Treat) at the end of 2015. #JuiceOn!

We love Goodness Greens Cafe’s DIY salad concept, a stake in 
the ground that Anabelle believes Malaysians are keen to eat 
healthier! Their healthy version of Nasi Lemak in the form of a 
tasty, filling and delicious wrap is a must try!

Instagram: @lajuiceria | @GoodnessGreensCafe 
Facebook: LaJuiceriaMY 
Telephone: 03 2035 5911 / 03 6280 6381

Elyn Pow
Rawsome

Elyn: It all started with a home dessert recipe that was 
created accidentally in April 2015. Thinking of ways to 
settle my cravings and not gain weight was tricky but 
ultimately, I created the mango milk chia seed pudding 
and it surprised me by how good it was. That was when I 
started making different flavors and giving it to my friends 
to try. From a empty home with just three people taking 
orders and delivering from door to door, we are now 
headquartered in T.T.D.I with 4 staff and 2 delivery boys.

We love that Rawsome champion providing healthy guiltless 
snacks and desserts that are affordable and accessible. There 
are zero preservatives, hence the short shelf life. Look out 
for “Rawsome Gives Back” on their social media, to reward 
Rawsome customers with free classes like yoga and yummy 
chia seed puddings right after!

Instagram: @_rawsome 
Facebook: Rawsomeawesome
20A, First Floor, Persiaran Zaaba, TTDI 60000, KL.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM

Gan Yee Fen & Ong Hooi Koon
Essential Movement Studio

Gan: I began my Pilates journey in the form of dance 
as a ballerina, performing locally and internationally in 
countries like Singapore, South Africa and China. I gained 
my Registered Teacher for Royal Academy of Dancing 
in Australia. I was also a mentor and tutor for Trainee 
teachers under the Certificate Ballet Teaching Studies 
program.
Ong: I have spent a large part of my life in the world of 
dance and have taught ballet for 18 years. I still teach 
dance teachers and choreograph for productions and 
school concerts and coach students for competitions. I 
truly believe that it’s when you conquer your body then 
you will be in control. 

We love that the founding duo are so evidently passionate 
about dance and body movement, which make for a unique 
combo! The studio offers dance classes, Pilates and Gyrotonic 
Rolfing (it’s like Physio & Pilates machine for dancers!).

Website: www.essentialmovementstudio.com
Telephone: 03 2095 1045 / 012 215 0899
73-1, Jalan Bangkung, Bukit Bandaraya, 59100 Bangsar, KL.
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a few of our favorite things! where else do you get to wear 
workout gear to work?

Adeline Yew
Sales, Events & Ops

I love the versatility of my job and that it is something I am passionate about 
which is fitness - i love playing tennis. I work on organising the community 
classes at the fox den to introduce our customers and community to various 
types of activities, and vice versa to feature up and coming instructors to our 
community. I also am a stickler for detail  and help with some of the office 
management and operations as well as pop up stores at races at around town.

I love the versatile designs + vibrant colours. My pick is: PEEKABOO SKORT 
in Feathered Grey makes my long legs longer and the inner tights allows for 
unrestricted movement unrestricted with the tights - my favorite!

Amanda Lew
Social Media & Digital 

My role at ABN requires me to connect with people digitally. Whenever I come 
across people who don’t know my brand, I can’t shut up. Creatively, I drive the 

brand’s artwork and advertising choices through photography and social media 
campaigns. Sometimes, I feel like a painter - instead of painting on a canvas, 

I paint the brand’s image to the public. I love that with ABN, it’s not just a 
company, it’s a family and community of strong women holding a fort (or in this 
case a den). Never have I ever felt this responsible for a brand as much as ash be 

nimble - and there’s no stopping for me! #teamabn

My favourite item is: AWAN RIBUT ¾ CROPS - I chose this because it was the 
first piece of ABN clothing I ever put on and it was what made me fall in love 

with the brand.

Christina Chan
Sales & Stockists

My work at ABN is Fun!  Lively!  Makes me come alive with ideas! It allows me to 
spend time with my kids but I still get to grow professionally as I help the brand 
expand across Malaysia and internationally, leveraging on my past experience 
growing sales across the region with a top MNC IT company.

My favourite top is the MESHAROUND LOOSE TANK top in Neon Yellow - I like 
the flirty flowy top which is easy to move around and enhances my tan! 

Melissa Pryzybylski
Customer Service

I love that I get to hear first hand from customers what they think about the 
brand and what questions they might have. It gives me insight into how we 
can improve our operations and designs. ABN inspired me to start doing the 
activities I always wanted to do but just kept procrastinating-yoga and pilates!

SWINGIN SINGLET in Peach - these are my go to tanks. Love how lightweight it 
is.

Ming Wei 
Part Timer 

I simply love what I do here from making sure all the pretty things are organised 
properly in the storeroom, to labelling each piece of clothing on the rack. Or 
maybe I’m just OCD :) I also enjoy being at weekend events and helping to find 
the right fit, colour and design for our customers who are runners, gym-goers 
or yogis!

DASHIN’ SHORTS in honeydew are perfect because it has inner tights that 
allow me to move  freely during weight, cycling and yoga classes.

Aliesha Nadira
Intern

I love that ABN combines my favourite Fs (fashion & fitness). I’ve thoroughly 
enjoyed my team interning here - time flies by so quickly as I never feel bored 

and am always given a fair share of responsibility and independence. I’ve been 
able to experience almost every aspect of the company from managing the 

online store, to helping out at photoshoots, organising stock and creating social 
media posts. Even my family members have commented that there is a spark 

when I talk about my work and time here. 

VERA FLOW TOP in black is an absolute favourite because I love the flowy look 
and feel when I use it for dance.

Maria Khair
Intern

The first week I joined was our largest event of the year which was KL Marathon 
so it was crazy but fun! There’s always things to do and learn at ash be nimble. I 
enjoy the variety of work and can say that I have great insight into what it is to 

build a brand from scratch. 

AVID  ¾ LEGGINGS in moonstone are my go to, it feels super thin and 
comfortable, I wear it wherever I go; even small trips to the grocery store.

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM

Kin on fitness? Fashion? And a whole lot of fun? Drop us a line at 
hello@ashbenimble.com.
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the fox den 
30A Jalan SS20/10 Damansara Kim, PJ, Selangor, Malaysia.

CASOVIA wears: 
POPPIN’ PLEATED SKORT in Lilac, with 
SWINGIN’ SINGLET Y-BACK in Tribal Grey, ash 
be nimble Visor.

POPPIN‘ PLEATED SKORT
If you’re looking to stay stylish on 

court, at the beach and while on 
holiday, during a game of golf, a dance 

session or on the run, we’ve designed 
this flattering and cheerful skirt with 

you in mind! Skort comes in 9 colours, 
featuring inner shorts. 
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We opened the fox den in October 
2015, 1.5 years into launching the 
brand as we could no longer fit our 
stock and team into the back of a 
house we were co-renting in Taman 
Tun Dr Ismail. The space is flexible 
and friendly in concept - it serves as 
our headquarters, mini warehouse, 
design & working space, class venue 
for our fit community of instructors 
and customers, and a showroom for 
online customers to view and try the 
full range of our apparel. We’re proud 
to say that apart from our storage 
racks, all other furniture is pre-loved 
and upcycled. 

We are expanding across Asia and we 
currently have stockists in Borneo,  
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore! To 
find the latest list of stores visit www.
ashbenimble, and if you’re interested 
in stocking our range, please email 
hello@ashbenimble.com!

“at ash be nimble we believe in making 
fitness accessible through affordable 
apparel and through our friendly and 
fun fit-class community! come check 
out our one off or month-long pop up 
classes featuring various instructors 
from in and around Malaysia! all classes 
are beginner friendly so whether you’re 
kick starting your fitness journey or 
making a come-back after a long break 
or having a baby, do come and join in 
the fun!” - Hui

WWW.ASHBENIMBLE.COM

Operating Hours:
Tuesday - Friday: 11am - 6pm
Saturday - Sunday: 11am - 4pm

Call Us: +6011 3961 1656
E-Mail: hello@ashbenimble.com

Facebook/Instagram: @ashbenimble

Follow us on Facebook to get updates on classes & events.
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featuring
azran osman-rani

carolyn au-yong
rezhan majid

the kl barbarians
and more

stories & active wear to 
inspire you to 
#GOTHEEXTRAMILE
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